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Abstract

Study objective—The aim was to provide benchmarks by which to judge the success of behaviour change and the cervical cancer screening programme in England and Wales in reducing mortality from this disease over the next decade.

Design—Log-linear models and cervical cancer mortality data by age and marital status from 1959–88 were used to predict future mortality in England and Wales.

Measurements and main results—Recombining “predicted” deaths in marital status groups for 1984–88 gave a closer agreement to total mortality observed in those years than predictions based on past trends from 1959–83 among women of all statuses combined. Mortality for 1989–2003 was then predicted, using the data for 1959–1988.

Conclusions—The reaggregated marital status forecasts of mortality provide an upper boundary which future observed mortality should not cross if primary and secondary prevention measures are working effectively. The method allows swift comparison of observation with expectation and therefore the rapid evaluation of the overall performance of preventive strategies.

Opinion varies about the success of the cervical cancer screening programme in Britain, but there is sufficient concern that it is not as effective as it should be for there to have been recent major changes in its organisation and management. However, there remains the problem of evaluating the programme’s efficiency and effectiveness. Various qualitative and quantitative methods have been proposed, with more or less applicability to the local and national situation, and with more or less monitoring potential, ie, the ability to evaluate recent rather than historic performance. We propose here a further approach to monitoring national performance which predicts the future mortality (or incidence) that would be expected on the basis of trends to date and allows a timely comparison of this expectation with observed mortality (or incidence) in due course.

Any prediction of the burden of cervical cancer must take account of the strong variation in risk of the disease among women born in different generations. A previous prediction of mortality for 1986 among all women in England and Wales, based on age and cohort trends from 1950–83, was found to overestimate the deaths actually observed in that year by 56%. However, this analysis did not take into account that cohort and period trends in mortality by age and marital status are known to be very different. We therefore investigated the effect on predictions of mortality over the longer term among all women, of separately forecasting death rates among the single, married, widowed, and divorced, and recombining them using the government actuary’s population projections by marital status to produce a reweighted expected total for all women.

Methods

We fitted a log-linear model containing terms for age, period, and cohort to cervical cancer mortality data for England and Wales obtained from the Office of Population Censuses and Surveys, using five year periods from 1959 to 1983 and five year age groups from 20 to 69 years. We used data below age 70 years because cause of death is more accurately stated there. Although 1950 is the first year for which deaths from cervical cancer are recorded separately from those for other uterine cancers, 1959 is the first year for which cause-specific mortality by marital status is readily available. The fitting was done for all women, and for the four separate marital status groups (single, married, widowed, divorced). We used the age-period-cohort model and the age-cohort model to predict mortality for 1984–88. We tested whether recombining the separate marital status projections would give a prediction closer to the observed mortality rates than would the simple projection for all women regardless of marital status. Finally we predicted deaths from 1990–2003 using data from 1959–1988 and the relevant population projections.

Results

The figure shows the pattern of mortality by marital status over the period 1959–88 when fitting the age distribution for all women and separate cohort effects only for each marital status group. The experience of single women is markedly different from that of women who have been married. The cohort experiences of the latter follow the same general pattern but their absolute mortality rates differ in a relatively fixed relationship until the generation born around the time of the second world war. From around that time onwards, succeeding generations of women experience increasing risk, irrespective of marital status.

Table I shows the results of predicting mortality in 1984–88 using the 1959–83 data in...
both an age-period-cohort model and an age-cohort only model, for all women and for
recombined marital status groups. With both models the recombined marital status total gives a
somewhat lower figure in closer agreement with observed deaths, and the age-cohort model is a
better predictor, suggesting that inclusion of a period term is unwarranted. This is confirmed by
the minor improvements in goodness of fit associated with the inclusion of the period term.

Table II shows the results of predicting average mortality for the five year periods, the mid-years
of which are 1991, 1996, and 2001, using all the data from 1959–88 and the relevant population
projections, once again using both age-period-cohort and age-cohort models for all women and
recombined marital status groups. An increasing proportion of deaths at younger ages is evident in
each prediction and the age-cohort model predictions are always lower than corresponding age-
period-cohort predictions, though the differences are small. The effects of recombining marital
status are also small, though greater for 2001 than earlier years.

### Discussion

Only when some attempt at forecasting is deemed crucial to the planning process—e.g., fertility, mortality and population projections, or the likely progress of the HIV epidemic—is much effort
expended on it.  However, when we use forecasts to monitor mortality we can allow ourselves
the luxury of being wrong and we can recalibrate our forecasts and predict in an iterative fashion as
fresh observations are made. We can also confine our predictions to the immediate future, when
extrapolations from past trends are likely to prove most accurate.

The basis of forecasting is the assumption that prevailing trends will continue to operate in a
predictable way. This assumption cannot be justified, so that confidence intervals based upon the
forecasting model would be inappropriate. Hence, for cervical cancer mortality, because we believe
that the introduction of a call and recall system should improve the screening programme
through the 1990s and that post-AIDS sexual behaviour change is likely to have a favourable
primary preventive effect, we present our results as an upper boundary which observed mortality
should not cross if primary and secondary prevention is truly effective. If the limit is crossed,
searching questions must be asked of the programme’s performance. A recent forecast over-
estimated mortality observed and ours may also do so. Indeed the age-cohort model predictions
for 1984–88 at ages 30–39 years were some 28% too high. We might well be observing the benefits

---

### Table I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age (years)</th>
<th>Observed</th>
<th>Age-period-cohort</th>
<th>Age-cohort</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>All women</td>
<td>Reaggregated MS total</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20–24</td>
<td>30 56</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25–29</td>
<td>196 208</td>
<td>178</td>
<td>201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30–34</td>
<td>370 479</td>
<td>470</td>
<td>466</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35–39</td>
<td>604 815</td>
<td>811</td>
<td>795</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40–44</td>
<td>613 715</td>
<td>687</td>
<td>704</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45–49</td>
<td>605 625</td>
<td>620</td>
<td>620</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All under 50 2418 | 2898 | 2803 | 2840 | 2752 |

All over 50 6455 | 6856 | 6790 | 6798 | 6746 |

---

### Table II

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age (years)</th>
<th>Observed</th>
<th>Age-period-cohort</th>
<th>Age-cohort</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>All women</td>
<td>Reaggregated MS total</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20–24</td>
<td>10 10</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25–29</td>
<td>37 52</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30–34</td>
<td>112 103</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35–39</td>
<td>158 227</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>218</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40–44</td>
<td>215 248</td>
<td>358</td>
<td>324</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>45–49</td>
<td>165 277</td>
<td>323</td>
<td>270</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All under 50 697 | 917 | 1102 | 938 | 1186 |

All over 50 1344 | 1501 | 1834 | 1531 | 1909 | 1334 | 1491 | 1809 | 1329 | 1500 | 1859 |

---

*Note: Observed All status in Table I and Table II.*
of screening and changes in sexual behaviour already. However there may be potential for more accurate future estimations that take account of any consistent divergence between observation and expectation in this way over time.

Predictions based on the different trends in rates in subgroups of the population should prove more accurate than crude predictions for the whole population. We have no reason to believe that the prediction of trends in risk factors and hence future mortality will be more or less robust in the marital status subgroups than among all women combined. In effect therefore, we are standardising for differences in the mortality rates and the trends in these rates in these subgroups and for changes in population structure which will give these subgroups more or less social weight.

By 2001 the numbers of single people are forecast to increase by 11% and divorcees by 64%. These marital status population projections too have limitations, as indeed do mid-year population estimates. However, although the direction of cohort effects on mortality has been similar for all generations (irrespective of marital status) born since the second world war, we believe the absolute size of these effects and their trajectory will mean mortality rates are sufficiently different to warrant embodying in the mortality forecast any error attributable to the extra difficulty of estimating or predicting populations in the marital status subgroups.

We suggest that the reaggregated marital status age-cohort model will best predict the future, since imposing estimated period values worsened the fit to reality for 1986. It is perhaps of interest to note that average annual mortality both under 50 and under 70 years in the five year period 1984–88 predicted using the recombined marital status age-cohort model corresponded to within about one per cent of the figure observed in 1986. The numbers of deaths given in table II are subject to uncertainty. Were the model from which they are derived correct then the standard errors of the numbers of deaths would correspond approximately to their square roots. It follows that proportionally greater stability is associated with the aggregates of age groups rather than the age groups singly. This was so in the 1984–88 estimates given in table I. It is also to be hoped that the period values which have been estimated here, all close to unity, will be followed in the future by a major downward trend. Prediction can first be compared with observation in 1991, shortly after the end of that year. We do not have long to wait and see.
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